France “widowed”
Charles deGaulle lies in state

President Nixon whose country was frequently defied and criticized by de Gaulle while he served as French president and leader of Free French forces in World War II announced he would go to Paris for the ceremony. He hailed de Gaulle as “a great warrior and master statesman.”

Soviet Premier Alexei N. Kosygin also will attend the Paris rites French government sources said. But the White House made clear Nixon would not take the occasion for any talks with Kosygin or other world leaders gathered for the ceremony.

“General de Gaulle is dead. France is a widow,” said President Johnson.

The simple funeral was laid out yesterday in his military uniform in native Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris and the great of the world announced they would attend.

The government decreed Nov. 12 a day of national mourning for de Gaulle who had lived in self imposed isolation in this village in eastern France after the May 31 announcement he had turned himself in a special referendum in April 1969 to become a village of 394 inhabitants, villagers and farmers who had flocked to the little church yard to lay bouquets of wildflowers and palm leaves, the grave of de Gaulle’s favorite daughter Anne who died in 1948 at the age of 20.

But the body of de Gaulle draped in his brigadier general’s uniform was laid out in the salon of his home called “la Bous­serie” which was a favorite retreat from the power politics of Paris.
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De Gaulle’s son-in-law Gen. Alain de Boussieu told newsmen Tuesday the former president suffered a heart attack as he was doing something cards for a game of solitaire.

The president had spent his Thursday in a parallel memorial ceremony in the village of 900, much the same as the funeral.

The Hall President’s Council plans improved security relations

The Hall President’s Council in a meeting Tuesday formed a series of plans intended to improve the relationship between student and the campus security force.

On acting the of the meeting held last week between HPD Maj. John Barkett, Dean of Students Fr. James Kean, under the General Counsel Philip Facenda, the presidents set up a three-point program:

1. Inviting Father Kiehe to speak in the halls.
2. Beginning a “Lock the Door” campaign.
3. Giving an award to the outstanding security officer each term.

The program will be implemented after research was done, Barkett said.

In other business, plans were set for a workshop to be held next Monday night between the Hall presidents and rectors. The Fourier Workshop will be held in locations, Walsh for the main quad and Planter Hall for the state, according to Barkett.

Discussion on the dispersal of HPD’s allotted $3000, postponed until next week’s workshop. However, John Barkett announced that about $1700 will be requested for the An Tostal weekend.

The group feels that the amount was pretty much ignored in their proposals so far, and they want to deal with both campuses, not just Notre Dame. A sub-committee was formed, and will begin working this next week.

On the program, the committee propose an office for the co-ordination of public education. The suggestion was supported by the people who lived through it still suffer today. Nevertheless, they still almost won. Therefore, they have turned to practical politics to provide a winning candidate in 1972.

The voters stayed in the middle, re­elect­ing either wing. "There didn’t seem to be too great a change at this time, ac­cording to Doling. D’Antonio suggested that ‘easy to mis­understand 1968 as a swing to the right’ while in reality, it was only a shift of ‘5–6%, a little to the right.” He contended that “the majority is still a little left of center.”

The faculty consensus dis­credited any mandate in the vote. D’Antonio said it was “hardly a mandate,” with the people remaining in the middle.

In this lack of specific trends, Professor Richard Boahen of St. Mary’s was the only candidate to establish an identity separate from President Nixon — and realized that they still almost won. Therefore, they have turned to practical politics to provide a winning candidate in 1972.
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Activities in and around the quads

Phillips to talk

Kevin Phillips, special assis­tant to Atty Gen. John Mitchell, and author of the book, The Emerging Republican Majority will speak at 5 p.m. (Nov. 12) in the Notre Dame Memorial University auditorium. The talk is sponsored by the Stud­ent Union Academic Commis­sion.

Phillips, who served as analyst for voting patterns and trends in the 1968 Nixon campaign, pre­dicted in the book that "the up­coming cycle of American poli­tics is likely to match a domi­nant Republican Party based in the Heartland, South, and Cali­fornia against a minority Demo­cratic Party based in the North­east and Pacific Northwest (and encompassing Southern as well as Northern California)."

One of our "Paulists calls it "home"...

Home is where the heart is. Home is also wherever a Paulist is needed.

Whether the Paulist works in a hospital, a college campus, a city parish or a remote corner of the United States, he is serving.

The Paulist is ministering with words, deeds and sacra­ments, directly to the needs of God’s People everywhere. He is meeting today’s problems with thoughts of those that will arise tomorrow.

That is the Paulist way. It isn’t easy but the worthwhile thing of life seldom is.

Tibetan Lama lecture tonight

Since his selection at the age of two, he has been accorded the greatest reverence and regarded as one of the siste of Tibet.

His youth was spent in con­­strected study of the Dharma, a doctrine based on wisdom and compassion which teaches man to strive for the knowledge through which he can-assuage the sufferings of man and of all living creatures. Part of his train­ing consisted of a three year solitary retreat in a mountain hermitage, undertaken at the age of 16, during which he med­itated on the St. Dunstan Psalms of Rupert, a 10th Century saint.

When the Chinese Commu­nists invaded Tibet, Chime Rinpoche was forced to meet with Mao Tse-tung in Peking in an attempt to establish him as a puppet ruler. Returning to Tibet he now resides with a group of 3000 followers in the Holy City of Lhasa.

Design contest now going on for any Campus Hall or club for rights to booth at Mari Gras

For information call

Paul Michaels – 1801
Full Michaels – 1801
Deadline: Dec. 1, 1970

Cut this out and help will always be near.

Call the Problem Solvers

WE GO TO YOUR EVERY DAY

WE GO TO YOUR EVERY DAY

Non-stop. No baggage worries. No reservations necessary. No weather hang-ups. Two hours travel time.

a service of
Student Government

Call your TRAVEL AGENT OR
INDIANA MOTOR BUS • 287-0200

Dr. Allan Y. Cohen, director of the John F. Kennedy Insti­tute of Drug Abuse Education and Research, Martinez, Cal., will discuss "Drugs and Alterna­tives" at 8 p.m. (Nov. 15) in the Notre Dame Memorial University auditorium. The pro­gram which is open to the public, is sponsored by the Student Union Academic Commission.

Educated at Harvard Uni­versity where he received a doc­tor in clinical psychology, Cohen has served as a consultant to agencies, schools and com­munities interested in curbing drug abuse. He is the author of a current book, "A Parent’s Guide to Adolescence and Drugs," and has appeared on numerous tele­vision programs and documen­tary films.

As a graduate student at Har­vard, Cohen studied under Timothy Leary and Richard Al­pert, and experimented with psychedelic drugs. He lived for

Three years in Millbrook and a Mexican utopian community ex­perimenting with LSD and rela­ted drugs.

Shakespeare again

Supporters of Sister Maria’s Primary School are trying to start a Shakespeare Revival at the Notre Dame campus in order to increase aid to the school.

Continuing along the lines of the Marathon, the Knights of Columbus decided to sponsor a Shakespeare Film Series, at the K of C Hall on campus, showing one professionally-filmed play every other week. The donation per film is fifty cents, although greater gifts are welcome.

The first film, to be shown this Wed­sday, November 11, at 7:00 and 9:30, is Hamlet with Maximillian Schell. On Novem­ber 24, Orson Welles contro­versial Othello will be shown at the same time and place. Hopefully, other films will follow in the near­er and throughout the second semester. All proceeds will go directly to the school.

Krasha will air statement

Student Body President Dave Krasha will present a statement to the Student Senate tonight on his walkout Sunday night.

The walkout followed after the Senate had voted against allo­cating the Afro-American Soci­ety $4300. The group had orig­i­nally requested $6300. Just at the vote, Krasha addressed the Senate in support of the allocation, stating, "We should make a commitment to the black student at Notre Dame..."

Whatever the reason, Krasha explained his reasoning in an open letter to the student body.

Hall presidents-rectors meet to promote campus communication

Hall presidents and rectors will meet next Monday night to participate in a newly-created workshop, the goal of which is to encourage an open attitude of teamwork—between the hall pres­i­dents and rectors.

As a preliminary step in at­­taining this goal, John Barkett, chairman of the Hall Presidents’ Council, recently proposed that hall rectors and students get together informally. As a result a spaghetti dinner was planned, and on October 26 the two groups dined in the Old College. Barkett remarked that, "It is only proper and logical that the rectors and presidents meet."

So far, the rectors have meet once a month and the HPC once a week, they had never convened together.

After the dinner Father Schu­neman from Breen-Philips Hall recommended that a formal meeting be organized, perhaps in the form of a workshop. Barkett followed this up and sent letters to all rectors requesting that they notify the HPC as to whether they would be able to attend.

To insure a more effective and communicative atmosphere, two separately located workshops will be held. One will be held in the main quad halls, and the other will be made up of the members of the North quad halls.

The "Role of Hall Govern­ment" and "Rectors-President Relations" are the primary tar­gets of discussion. Each member will be asked to comment on the topic at the open session which will follow.

Barkett foresees the innova­tion as potentially fruitful to both rectors and students and the halls in general, and hopes to continue such meetings through­out the year.

Sr. raffles ball

Sister Marilyn, C.S.C. who is chairing a bazaar for the benefit of elderly nuns of the C.S.C. and has announced that she will hold a raffle in the lounge of LeMans Hall on the SMC campus. The prize will be a genuine, regulation NCAA football autographed by the No. 1 college football team in the country. Just $2.50 will buy a chance for all rectors requesting that they notify the HPC as to whether they would be able to attend.

Experienced typist will type days or evenings term papers, theses, dissertations, etc.

IBM electric typewriter very reasonable rates
call 289-5832
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Editor:

Just a short note to say thanks for the nice write-up and good coverage of the Academic Council's selection procedures in The Observer the other day. I know you had a lot of other matters clamoring for publicity but your front-page article brought our procedures to the attention of the whole community most effectively. I think this proves once again how much The Observer can and does contribute to the University. You are probably getting a lot of criticism these days and some of it from me—but allow me to say a word of thanks and congratulations also.

Sincerely,
Rev. Thomas E. Blan'ta, C.S.C.
Vice President for Student Affairs

All the news that fits we print

Editor:
The editorial by Mr. Carter and Mr. Knorr (The Observer, November 9) is part fact and part fallacy. Admittedly, there should be no quarrel over whether Ti-Grace Atkinson should be allowed to speak at Notre Dame. The Women's Liberation Front and its subsequent philosophies are topics of general interest to most people. That a spokesman of these philosophies be allowed to present her views to an interested audience sounds logical. Furthermore, it would have been difficult for those who brought Miss Atkinson to campus to predict that the tastelessness and vulgarity which she displayed here are her modus operandi. She has spoken at several other places, at which times her presentations were far less crude and unpalatable. And a quarter of her's concerning Women's Lib in a recent issue of Time Magazine was both intelligent and benign.

The real issue here, and the one which I feel was not properly handled by the Editors, is that of the Observer's responsibility in reporting the lecture. If The Observer intends to breach the traditional restraints of conscientious journalism then I think it should admit that it is doing so, and a new discussion could begin at that point. But the Editors insist that the article describing Miss Atkinson's talk intends to undermine the morals of this community or the virtue of the Saint Mary's woman. The Observer should be commended for its courage and interest in presenting a possible alternative.

Kathleen Farrell
Mary Kaye Leonard

Drivers Needed

Drive—aways available to any city in U.S.

Phone — 234-0021

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS
R.K. MUELLER, INC. JEWELERS
218 S. Michigan St.
South Bend
Phone: 233-4290

M.C. —
the ole doghouse ain't the same. please hurry back.

a.c. & the Tuesday night crew

Keeping up with the Jeeves

Editor:

Poor winners

Your football team must be the Virgin's eight sorrow. I don't see how anybody wearing a Notre Dame uniform could stand to be pushed around and knocked down all the time. But rather the degree to which the manner in which it is reported. In answer to the Editors' examples I offer them another: If The New York Times were reporting a Supreme Court decision that a certain book is obscene and unfit for publication, would the Times be justified in reprinted the obscene passages because they are newsworthy and pertinent to the article? I think not. (Note: I will be grateful to all those who refrain from concluding that the thesis of this letter is that Ti-Grace Atkinson is "obscene" as defined by the Supreme Court.)

It is ironic, too, that the Editors would use The New York Times in examples meant to justify their own article when it is that paper which prints in its letterhead every day the phrase "All the News That's Fit to Print!" which has in fact been the guideline for responsible journalism in this country.

Sincerely,
Christopher Stephan
The Law School

More praise!!!

Editor:
The purpose of a newspaper is to inform. It has the duty to recognize the existence of facts, even if they are repugnant. The abortion information presented not only recognized one of these facts but also affirmed one of the basic human rights—the freedom of choice. It was not intended to undermine the morals of this community or the virtue of the Saint Mary's woman. The Observer should be commended for its courage and interest in presenting a possible alternative. Wii.

Kathleen Farrell
Mary Kaye Leonard

Student Billing Service makes sense! There's no reason why you shouldn't enjoy the convenience of making long distance calls from your dorm room phone and receiving a monthly bill for your calls... and yours only!

That service is available right here, right now. Dorm residents may pick up their Student Billing Cards at the Indiana Bell Business Office. Talk it up.

Indiana Bell
To the Halls. Now.

Last Sunday night, the Senate budgeted three thousand dollars to the Hall President's Council, recommending that about sixteen hundred be used as grants to the halls so that they can run half-level programs. Mr. Wining, who moved the allocation, explained that though he preferred to allocate more money to the halls, he "did not think it feasible" to do so at this time.

We submit that, more than be being feasible, a larger allocation is imperative. The thesis of our Student Body President as he campaigned was that the quality of life at this University should be bettered at the half level. That thesis was most resoundingly affirmed in the March election. Students here had given voice to that contention: the quality of life at this University should be bettered at the half level.

It was a valid thesis, and a good assertion to make. Half-level activities lack all the straining intensity that has so marked the campus-wide activities of the past several years, and if there is any great need on campus, it is to decrease the tension which marks so badly the interpersonal relationships here.

Ironically, it was a finance committee which included the Student Body President and which was peopled largely by members of that President's cabinet that finally came up with the suggested five hundred dollar allocation to the Hall President's Council. It was the Student Body Vice-President who recommended that, in effect, no more than sixteen hundred dollars be allocated to plans to better the quality of life at this University at the Hall level.

By way of comparison, that sixteen hundred dollars is approximately one-seventh the Student Government budget, and approximately one-twenty-third the Student and if there is any great need on campus, it is to decrease the tension which marks so badly the interpersonal relationships here.

Ironically, it was a finance committee which included the Student Body President and which was peopled largely by members of that President's cabinet that finally came up with the suggested five hundred dollar allocation to the Hall President's Council. It was the Student Body Vice-President who recommended that, in effect, no more than sixteen hundred dollars be allocated to plans to better the quality of life at this University at the Hall level.

By way of comparison, that sixteen hundred dollars is approximately one-seventh the Student Government budget, and approximately one-twenty-third the Student and if there is any great need on campus, it is to decrease the tension which marks so badly the interpersonal relationships here.

It is obvious, then, that the Halls should have a juicier allotment. Common sense calls for it, and common sentiment echoed that call last March.

Where, then, should the source of this allocation come? It seems apparent that the student activities fee should never have been lowered. It seems apparent now that the student activities fee should be increased again — back to the sixteen dollar level. The sixteen dollars never worked a hardship on the students. The present fourteen dollar fee does work a hardship — for because of the decreased revenue, the growth of half-level programs has been most grotesquely crippled.

The Observer then recommends that the Student Senate allocate a substantial sum to a fund for all the halls to use, and that the deficit this cause be made up by an increase in the student activity fees.

Letter

Dear Mr. Carter and Mr. Knorr:

Thank you for settling the ethics of abortion in three-hundred words or less. It is reassuring to know that now the Pope has given voice to that contention: the quality of life at this University should be bettered at the half level. That thesis was most resoundingly affirmed in the March election. Students here had given voice to that contention: the quality of life at this University should be bettered at the half level.

Well, I could go on and on, but it is clear to me that there are a few matters of morals over which the Church (remember that institution founded with a slip of the tongue?) still has control. The Bark of Peter floats on and there will always be reckless individuals who launch out on their own. Happy sailing fellow! But for me, until the day the white smoke appears and Joseph Fletcher with his Situation Ethics is proclaimed pope, I remain

Hopelessly Conservative
Catherine Pauli

The Observer Editorial Board:
Glen Corso, John Knorr, Bill Carter, David Bowers, Dave Lammons, Dan Koppenhaver, Ed Ellis, Jim Graz
T. C. Treanor
CILA - people from Harlem to Tacamboro

Maureen Mauer

The Observer

CILA Council for the International Lay Apostolate, is unique to the Notre Dame-St. Mary's community. A summer social work project is not the only opportunity CILA offers. Activities during the year are meant to keep CILA people connected with us if we do have the chance to go. There is a Mass, Sunday at 7:15 at the Piazza, CILA is people, everyone connected with it; and this is the one continuous activity to share, and another for the future.

Twelve groups of ND and St. Mary's students have worked on projects that covered a wide geographic area in the Americas and the Caribbean - from Harlem to Tacamboro in Chile. Each project varied as to activities. In New York City's Spanish Harlem there was a community center; in a holler in W. Virginia, a playground was built; in Harpers Ferry, N. Carolina, a skillet was erected; in San Lucia, blood was typed and taken from the horses; in New Orleans, a ranch in the historic Greenwood, Miss. high school was taught; a lavadero was built in Altamirano, Mex. for a people who had previously washed clothes in the river. There were also projects in Nebraska working on an Indian reservation, in Peru, and in Chile.

CILA - group, comprised of students from ND and 2 from St. Mary's, was in Tacamboro, a village of about 1000 people, some of whom are black, some are white, none of whom have the cultural awareness of Mexico City, nor the excitment that Acapulco might offer. They were a part of our group as we wound our way through Tacamboro, one of the more car slowly among the people and animals (who are more plentiful on the "high-ways") that Tacamboro. "How did CILA find Tacamboro?" Tacamboro is the sight of one of the first CILA projects; there are noticeable vestiges of the past nine groups. Notre Dame Ave. has its name-sake these among the many groups, there is a housing project below the orphanage; a water pipe that allows for fresh water in the colonia, a section on the outskirts of the village; there is a barn for the cattle in front of the orphanage. But buildings and water systems were not pointed out to us - rather we were asked to look; for example, the cattle, the cows, many more gringos who had spent two or more months among these Mexican people. The natural beauty of the land is in sharp contrast to Tacamboro, an unkempt orphanage which overlooks it. Each morning, we ahs batted the little ones, which was almost the only morning activity we were able to accomplish. The malaritans are a threat, and it was an uncomfortable feeling to hold a living skeleton of a child in my arms. But soon the children spoke about their material poverty. We had games of dodgeball, water fights, trips to the hospital and, as a grand finale, a picnic on a nearby mountain. The young boys looked forward to games of soccer and football with the gringos (football jerseys were coveted), and home back rides are a universal favorite with kids. The project lasted until the end of July - and I could not wait to begin the covers in this short article.

Suffice it to say that CILA is people, everyone connected with it - in Tacamboro and at Notre Dame. It is an organization on our campuses that is an effort at literacy again (despite misspelling). Dave, the Army is not full of conservative poohbah, I was an officer at Notre Dame (wait until you see my belt). The military underground of the Upper and Middle classes, said the Marxist, is an organiza- tion as well.
deGaulle rites Thursday

(Continued from Page 1)

last day working on the third chapter of the fifth volume of a six volume set of memoirs he had planned and was waiting for the evening news to begin on the state run television network.

De Boissieu said de Gaulle died at 7:30 p.m. but Frenchmen did not hear about it until Tuesday morning when Pompidou took to the television.

According to official French sources de Gaulle's death was not reported to Paris until 4 a.m. Tuesday morning when his son-in-law telephoned the news to President Pompidou.

De. Gaulle's wife Yvonne was the only person present when de Gaulle was stricken. A de Gaulle family spokesman said she immediately called the village doctor and priest. When the doctor arrived de Gaulle was beyond medical help. He died about 15 minutes after being stricken.

De Gaulle took power in 1958 when the army was in revolt in Algeria and the country was near civil war. For 11 years he ruled as a strongman a number of times going to the people in referenda to make certain he had their backing. Each time he was until the spring of 1969 when he lost what he considered a crucial referendum on administrative reform.

He carried out his threat to resign on April 28, 1969 and apart from two vacation trips abroad - one to Ireland and another to Spain - the former president never left his country home at Colombey-les-Deux-Eglises.

De Gaulle also withdrew entirely from French political life and refused to comment or make his thoughts known on current political affairs.

De Gaulle was the last of the Big Four World War II statesmen to die. The others were President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the Soviet Union's Josef Stalin and Britain's Sir Winston Churchill.

De Gaulle’s whose six-foot, four-inch height and large nose made him a dream for political cartoonists the world over - actually served twice as leader of France. The first time was at the end of World War II when he was both premier and president for two years.

PARIS (UPI) - Former French President Charles de Gaulle died late Monday of a heart attack at his country home in the village of Colombey-les-Deux-Eglises. Here, De Gaulle leads French military and civilian figures down the Champs Elysees in a liberated Paris on August 26, 1944. For de Gaulle, who had led the Free French struggle during the war, this was a moment of supreme triumph.
Self-expression is a touchdown

by Jim Donaldson
Observer Sportswriter

Tom Gatewood is a quiet man. He doesn't say much and is not outwardly emotional. He lets his performance on the football field speak for him and those poor words he drum eloquently.

Gatewood is currently leading the nation in pass receiving, averaging 8.3 catches a game. He has already tied one Notre Dame receiving record by grabbing the twentieth touchdown pass against Purdue this season, the fifth man in Notre Dame history to nab three scoring passes in one game. He needs but three more receptions to break Jack Snow's record for catches in a season (60, set in '64). If Gatewood can catch two more touchdown passes this year he will tie Snow's mark for scoring grabs in a season. He got into this创业 (16, set from '66 to '68) and will set a new mark for scoring grabs in a season if he can.

Gatewood seems to be to grab the ball field speak for him and the Irish in consideration for a bid. He needs but three more receptions to break Snow's record for catching in a season (60, set in '64). If Gatewood can catch two more touchdown passes this year he will tie Snow's mark for scoring grabs in a season (60, set in '64).

One of the reasons why Gatewood is such a great receiver is his ability to run with the ball after he catches it. He sets up Dan Novak for a block down the goal line.

The Notre Dame Sailing Club has qualified for the National Sailing Regatta. The Irish Sailors did this by placing second in the Midwest Regional last weekend. The regatta was hosted by Northwestern and was held at the Claremont Yacht Club.

The winner of the regional was the University of Wisconsin and Ohio State was the only other qualifier. It finished third. Wisconsin edged the Irish by one point, 29-30.

Tom Flood was the first place skier for the Irish. He also tied the Irish for the overall title. The Irish were heavy seas and clear visibility. The key reason I came to Notre Dame was because I knew I could get a fine education here even if I couldn't studies are combined with a rugged defense have taken the Irish to the top of the national rankings.

A third team Academic All-America Selection is as proficient in the classroom as he is on the gridiron. An A-student, majoring in some area of engineering, has a lot toFALSE. My studies are primary concern – football comes second. The key reason I came to Notre Dame was because I knew I could get a fine education here even if I couldn't studies are combined with a rugged defense have taken the Irish to the top of the national rankings. No. 1 so soon."

One of the things that people notice about Gatewood is his calm exterior attitude and the ease with which he handles his task on the field. In an emotionless contest, Tom always stays cool and plays with a detachment reminiscent of Jimmy Brown. Of the things that people notice about Gatewood is his calm exterior attitude and the ease with which he handles his task on the field. In an emotionless contest, Tom always stays cool and plays with a detachment reminiscent of Jimmy Brown.
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Following the unprecedented success of the Groton Tech "Tickets-for-the-Children" drive, there was a great deal of jubilance in the office of Hall Life Commissioner Eric Anders. Along with co-chairmen Jack Condon and Diane Shaabei, they expressed their thanks to the "many students who were willing to give."

"People have been warm and helpful," exclaimed Condon with a big smile. "Mr. Arthur Pears, (Notre Dame security head) and the ACC ticket office personnel did an excellent job which helped the campaign to be successful."

Pat Dorr and Steve Azzarello, aspiring entrepreneurs in the "Theismann for Heisman" but-Andrus, donated 135 of the buttons to the kids who will are the Notre Dame quarterback perfomance against Georgia Tech. The Cheerleaders donated 575 megaphones for the children's use during and after the game.

The Hall presidents, after a meeting Monday night, went out and canvassed their respective halls for potential ticket donations.

"The car situation is pretty good. We even had offers from Administration personnel," Andrus pointed out. "The children will be picked up at their schools for the most part, with every one meeting at Student center at 10:00 Saturday."

As to the future, Eric added, "Our hope is that the success of this year's drive, will offer the precedent for an expanded pro gram next year."

ACC awaits Bob Hope appearance

Bob Hope, the nation's No. 1 stand-up comedian, will appear at the University's Athletic-Convocation Center (ACC) Saturday, November 14.

Hope's irresistible blend of topical one-liners will occupy the middle set of a 2 1/2-hour show, according to John F. Plouff, managing director of the ACC. Plouff said the supporting acts, many of which have appeared with Hope in previous engagements and state fairs across the nation, will be announced later.

Ticket prices will be $6.50 for general admission, $7.50 for the lower arena, and $2.50 for the upper arena.

The skinned-over monologue's 8:30 p.m. performance in the ACC's spacious arena recalls his last time before a mike at Notre Dame when he received the "Patriot of the Year" award of the Notre Dame senior class at ceremonies in the University's ancient fieldhouse. A packed house stretched over the dirt floor of the vintage building heard Hope quip, "Fellas, we gotta get outa here because they have to let the cattle back in."

The Fieldhouse still exists but Notre Dame's convocations and South Bend's entertainment spectacles have been moved to the modern confines of the two-year old ACC.

The show, which Plouff has sought to bring to the ACC since the building was dedicated two years ago, will be the night following the football game between Georgia Tech and Notre Dame in the Big Stadium. Edward Krause, "Irene" Dame's athletic director and a longtime friend of Hope's, has invited him for a Friday golf match, weather permitting, and offered the comedian and his wife, Delores, seats at the game.

St. Mary's pass/fail grading system to correspond to ND's

Last week the Academic Council at SMC changed the grading system for pass/fail courses and began action to restructure the Madeleva Scholars Program.

Both subjects were brought to the attention of the Academic Council through the recommendations of the Academic Standards Committee. The Committee's changes in the pass/fail system were initiated because the ND registrar felt it would be more convenient to program a pass/fail system which ND has been operating under, but which SMC had not previously used.

The Academic Council agreed, every year, allows for greater academic freedom for exceptional students.

The Academic Standards Committee invited faculty members and students to set up an ad hoc committee to plan new Honors courses while the Academic Council favored a restructuring of the present Honors program.